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Rowling publishes under pseudonym
by Ruth Murai
People Editor

July 13 was a notably difficult day of my summer. On that
fateful day I found out that my idol and inspiration, J.K Rowling,
duped me. Behind my back, Rowling published a brand new novel,
The Cuckoo’s Calling, under the pseudonym Robert Galbraith. Upon
finding out the news, I was initially hurt and confused, but all was
forgiven when I read Rowling’s brand-new work. The Cuckoo’s Calling begins with the supposed suicide of international supermodel
and celebrity Lula Landry. Three months after Lula’s suicide, Lula’s
brother John remains unsatisfied with the police investigation
and he hires private detective and war veteran Cormoran Strike to
take a second look at the case. On the brink of bankruptcy, Strike
is tossed into a world of glamour as he tries to find out the true
cause of Lula’s death.
Rowling proves again with this new novel that she is an author
of an extraordinary caliber. The most fascinating part about her new
mystery and what keeps the reader turning the pages is not so much
the murder-mystery aspect of the novel, but the development of

Cormoran Strike as a character. Through Strike, Rowling displays her
ability to create characters with multiple dimensions, making them
completely believable. Some authors write characters for the reader
to love, some write characters for the reader to hate, but Rowling
creates characters who are simply human.
A distinct feature of Rowling’s writing has always been her ability to write stunning descriptions of otherwise mundane settings.
In this aspect she has not disappointed, entrancing the reader with
descriptions of every setting from luxury apartments to McDonald’s
to office spaces that double as living quarters.
When the Harry Potter films finished, everyone seemed incredibly
concerned with how the actors and actresses involved would transition into new roles. J.K. Rowling, however, has managed to make
the transition away from Harry Potter better than anyone. Her most
recent novel contains a certain creativity and unique quality that
courtesy Wikimedia commons
sets Rowling apart from other authors.
I, for one, will be anxiously awaiting the next Cormoran Strike novel just as I impatiently waited for
the arrival of the Harry Potter and the Half Blood Prince seven years ago. The Cuckoo’s Calling is a must
read not only for fans of the Harry Potter series, but for anyone who enjoys an excellent page-turner.

learn about this summer and fall's trends
well—they look best with solids as compared to patterns.
Skirts: The market for skirts has expanded massively. Not only are there the
typical above the knee skirts, there are sheer, floor-length, calf-length, highlow, asymmetrical, and circle skirts. All of the options are extremely flattering
and easy to find.
Capri-length pants: Even though jeans were swapped for yoga pants
and leggings last year at LGHS, real pants are making a comeback. Whether
they are colored pants, jeans in any wash, cargo pants, or corduroys, people
are putting them on, and often at a cropped length or rolled up a couple
of times. A rolled hem fixes pants that are too long or too short, and keeps
the pants trendy.
Interesting backs: The front of the shirt or dress is no longer the
focus for many designers. Backs with interesting cut outs, deep scoops,
lace, straps, and other interesting styles are in high demand. They keep
an outfit casual and interesting at the same time.
Savor the last few months of warm weather and take advantage of fashion
trends you haven’t tried or didn’t know about. Soon sweater weather will
kick in; but until then, may these tips serve you well!

by Haley Wade
Editor-in-Chief

New fall fashion trends are popping up almost too quickly for students
to keep track. However, the school year is still fresh and students are still
making the effort to look good. By this time next month, we’ll all be in
sweatpants and second-day t-shirts, so why not try to pull off a few puttogether outfits while you have the energy?
Crop-tops: After the crop-top became popular about four years ago, it
has been labeled a fashion faux-pas. Sure, they’re good for hot summer
days, but not for much else. As high-waisted items are reaching the
peak of popularity, however, crop-tops are becoming practical. Crop-tops
are ideal for showing off a high waistline on a circle skirt or cut-off
shorts. They don’t hang too low over the high-rise hem, and no messy
or baggy tucking-in is necessary.
Patterned tights: Tights aren’t just for Grandma’s Christmas party.
Stores are now selling brightly-colored tights with lace patterns, stripes,
and polkadots. Whether they’re worn with shorts, skirts, or dresses, they
tend to add texture to an outfit. Just make sure that color blocking is done
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Jay z releases new album and raps for six hours
by Liat Rubin

by Hana Beach

This summer, the words “Magna Carta Holy
Grail” have acquired a whole new meaning,
thanks to Jay Z’s new album of the same name.
Fans were overjoyed when the announcement
of the upcoming album was made public
through a Samsung Galaxy S4 commercial in
May. Jay Z followers rushed to iTunes where
they pre-ordered the album, making it go
platinum before it was even released.
The album includes catchy, intelligent
tracks such as Picasso Baby and Holy Grail.
Picasso Baby has raised some eyebrows in the
art community, because in it Jay Z states that
he is the “modern day Picasso” and that at
night he sleeps next to “Mona Lisa with better
features.” Despite its controversial
courtesy Wikimedia Commoms
mesage, Picasso Baby holds up to the Jay Z standard of a well-instrumented, well-produced track. Holy Grail relies on a mixture of Jay Z’s
smooth lyrics and Justin Timberlake’s powerful and angelic voice to mesmerize the listener.
Jay Z, and producers Rick Rubin and Timbaland used an experimental mush pot of different
sounds to create the unique album, which holds 14 songs to add to Jay Z’s long repertoire.
It includes songs such as Somewhereinamerica, a more upbeat song accompanied by piano
and a unique trumpet line; and Part II on the run, a duet between Jay-Z and his talented
pop-singing wife Beyoncé. Part II on the run is hypnotic with Beyoncé’s eerie yet beautiful
background vocals. Another interesting track on the album is Jay Z Blue. This song expresses
Jay Z’s worries about fatherhood as well as his hopes for the future of his child Blue Ivy Carter.
Despite these tracks, many Jay Z fans are unimpressed with the overall album. Although
it has a few gripping and stimulating songs such as Picasso Baby and Holy Grail, there are a
few tracks that fail to stir listeners like past Jay Z albums have. One song in particular, Tom
Ford, has faced criticism for its monotonous tone and repetition. Simon Vozick-Levinson from
Rolling Stone magazine said of Jay Z’s performance in Tom Ford that “He sounds bored half to
death by the basic rhyme, listlessly repeating the designer’s name like it’s going to magically
transform into a clever or catchy hook. It hurts to see him waste a primo Timbaland beat
like this. What happened to the guy who would have devoured those jiggly synth squelches
a couple of years ago?”
Although Magna Carta Holy Grail may not have lived up to some of Jay Z’s past albums, it
has still created a few unforgettable tracks that are sure to become part of the Jay Z legacy.
(Source: Rollingstone)

Recently, performance art has
ventured out of the obscure
and isolated art world and
into mainstream culture.
2013 led the way to many
celebrities exploring this
mode of self expression.
First Tilda Swinton famously
slept in a glass box, and most
recently with Jay Z’s rap marathon at Pace Gallery.
Jay Z’s “Picasso Baby: A Performance Art Film” is a film about his six
hour long performance of “Picasso
Baby.” This eleven minute study
of Jay Z’s rap marathon, and
his interactions with the guests
who included artist Marina
Abramovic, director Judd
Apatow, and actors Alan Cumming, Rosie Perez and Taraji
P. Henson, is a cultural phenomenon. The piece focuses on
intimate personal performances
between Jay Z and members of the
audience, as well as exploring the differences that come with each of his
performances. Jay Z fed off of the
energy of his specified guest and
changed the way he performed
the song to match their mood.
The film debuted on HBO
this summer, and was later
placed on Youtube for the rest
of the world to see. It opens
with Jay Z talking about the relationship between musicians and
artists, stating “We’re artists. We’re
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cousins.” Jay Z then explains his concept of the video, and his thoughts
on the relationship between hip
hop and performance art. “Hip
hop is performance art, but
the venues change. And just
by nature of the venues the
performance changes.”
Jay Z, an avid art collector, was inspired by performance artist Marina Abramovic’s
“The Artist Is Present,” which also
featured close interactions between
the artist and the guests. Abramovic
has a large cameo throughout the
study. She later said that “It’s
really important that I can shift
the public from the one field
[i.e., pop music] to the arts,
which rarely happens. So, this
was really a very meaningful
thing.” Abramovic hopes that
this performance will bring
fans from the hip hop world
into the arts.
Jay Z ended the film rapping
in crowd of people, a scene that looks
much more like a rap concert than
a performance art piece. Jay Z
continued to comment on the
similarities between hip-hop
and performance art at the
end of the study. “Rap is
pretty much thinking out
loud...It’s there for the
world to see.” This belief of
placing yourself on display
is recognizably the view of a
performance artist.

